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WORKING STUDENT CAD & PRODUCT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
15-20 h
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Future-oriented medical field
Independent work environment
Innovative medical products and projects
Your chance to leave your footprint
Diverse work environment and open-minded corporate culture

About PIUR
PIUR IMAGING is an innovative AI-company that
re-invents the third dimension of ultrasound. From
our offices in Vienna and Munich, we turn standard
ultrasound systems into 3D tomographic imaging
devices, bridging the gap between 2D ultrasound
and regular tomographic 3D imaging modalities.
Together, we want to revolutionize the medical
imaging market and provide patients better access
to safe and affordable imaging diagnostics.

Your Role
For our Munich office, we are looking for a working
student for 3D modelling and product management
support.As a part of our dynamic team, you will
specialize in CAD modelling and 3D printing. You
will furthermore carry out system tests and support
our product management team with system
installations and customer support.

Skills & Qualifications
»» Excellent English skills, German skills are a plus
»» Engineering (or related) studies, beneficial:
medical engineering
»» at least 5th semester
»» CAD skills (ideally Solidworks)
»» Strong interest in medical imaging, especially
(ultrasound)
»» Interest in working with physicians in a clinical
environment
»» Confident in customer contact
»» You enjoy working in a fast-moving field with
regular innovations
»» High level of independence and selforganizations
»» Open-minded and strong team player
»» Beneficial: basic knowledge about 3D printing
processes

Responsibilities
»» CAD modelling (SolidWorks)
»» Independently handling 3D printer and 3D
scanner
»» Support product managers with system
installations and setups in clinics remotely and
on site (Europe, mainly DACH region)
»» Technical customer service (remote)
»» Execution and documentation of system tests
»» Support the creation of QM documents (MDR
and FDA)

Apply now: hr@piurimaging.com

